Social Sessions:

Melbourne Sports & Aquatic Centre (MSAC)
Sundays: 1pm - 4pm

**Please enquire about the Badminton Calendar for all dates**

Contacts:

President: Pamela Makhoul (0421 157 921)
Vice President: Victor Wong (0404 080 836)
Secretary: Colin Chen (0431 696 638)
Treasurer: Krystal Wong (0430 045 067)

E-mail:
badminton.club@rmit.edu.au

Membership:

Yearly Pass:
RMIT: $150*
NON-RMIT: $225*

Semester Pass:
RMIT: $75*
NON-RMIT: $110*

*With membership only

Single Pass:
RMIT: $9
NON-RMIT: $12

**All money to be paid online
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